
mocktail mashupTHE CHEESES
canadian baby brie
BLOOMY&BRAINY - COW
PASTEURIZED - VEGETARIAN  RENNET - 5-6 WKS
@ATALANTACORPORATION

Eiffel Tower’s Canadian version of the classic French 
masterpiece has a chalky white rind, a smooth and 
creamy paste, and a rich, buttery flavor that is a 
perfect counterpart to these month’s pairings.

FLAVORS FROM OUR NEIGHBORS TO THE NORTH

THE PAIRINGS
spanish cocktail snack mix
@FOREVERCHEESECO

To pair with your cheeses and mocktail, we have this 
popular Spanish bar snack from Mitica. It’s full of 
crunchy nuts, beans, and corn with just the right 
amount of toast and salt to be a versatile player with a 
drink or on a cheese board.

OTHER USES
Sprinkle some of these crunchy guys on your salad

dill pickle popcorn
@1IN6SNACKS

North Carolina’s Pine State Popcorn basically brings 
us two bar snacks in one: dill pickles and popcorn. 
These perfectly-popped kernels take a tumble with 
some salted dill, resulting in crunchy airy puffs that 
add a savory, herby edge to the month’s mocktail mix.

OTHER USES
A unique addition to a spicy chicken sandwich

idiazabal
FRIENDLY&FLEXIBLE - SHEEP
PASTEURIZED - ANIMAL RENNET - 4 MOS

Idiazabal is an absolute icon from Northern Spain’s 
Basque country, and you’re about to see why. It’s got 
a (delicately) pungent kick from sheep’s milk that’s 
balanced by the taste of buttery caramel and bacon.

EWE’LL LOVE IT

blackberry balsamic ginger jam
@FATCROWGOURMET

Fat Crow Gourmet from New York crafts 
small-batch condiments with inventive flavors. Exhibit 
A: this genius combo that’s sweet, tangy, complex, 
with just a little zing from the ginger. 

OTHER USES
Use in a mocktail—find our recipe by following the url 
on the other side of this letter!

kaltbach le cremeux
SMOOTH&MELTY - COW
PASTEURIZED - VEGETARIAN  RENNET - 4 MOS
@EMMICHEESEUSA

This one was aged in a 22 million-year-old cavern for 
Switzerland’s Emmi. It’s a classic alpine, with hints of  
black tea and hazelnuts and a firm, creamy texture 
that will melt in your mouth. 

CAVE-AGED TO PERFECTION
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